UCLA Wins Sixth Straight NCAA Title — Page 15

Governor Hitting .167 In Legislature

By RICHARD DAVIS

With the legislature’s approaches perhaps less than a week away, the governor is studying the options of a legislative program for the session. He said he would study all of the governor’s programs, to be held last spring, and any other programs of the session. Legislative Predictions, Page 15

It appears there were two reasons for the governor to send a letter to the House of Representatives. First, he wanted to tell them about his intention to send a letter to the Senate, and Second, he wanted to explain his views about the revenue bills. Higher taxes and user fees on sales taxes and gasoline taxes, he added, would mean a large tax increase. The tax increase would result in the loss of $300 million to the state's budget. The tax increase would be used to pay for the governor's program to reduce the state's debt. The governor said he was not sure how much money he would need to fund his program. He said he would study all of the programs before making a decision.

Do They or Don't They? Political Hair Secret

By MARJELI CROZET

Washington, D.C., Jan. 26— The Senate Intelligence Committee and several House subcommittees have been investigating the activities of a number of White House officials. The investigation has been in progress since last fall and is expected to continue for several more months. The committee has interviewed a number of White House officials, including the president's chief of staff, who have testified that the White House has been involved in activities related to the intelligence community.

Moms Heckle Muskie

President Muskie, who is in Buffalo, New York, today, was heckled by a group of mothers who were protesting against the president's education policies. The group was led by a woman named Mary Ann, who has been active in the anti-war movement. The group was joined by several other mothers who were also protesting against the president's policies.

Anti-Nixon Youth

Anti-Nixon groups have been protesting against President Nixon's policies for several months. The groups have been holding demonstrations outside the White House and have been picketing Nixon's speeches. The demonstrations have been held in support of the students who have been protesting against the Vietnam War.

Revolt's Failure Claimed

By ALEXANDER DAVIS

The revolt of the anti-war movement has failed, according to a new report by the National Anti-War Committee. The report states that the movement has failed to achieve its goals and that the anti-war movement has been weakened by the Vietnam War. The report states that the movement has failed to achieve its goals and that the anti-war movement has been weakened by the Vietnam War.

ITT Lobbyist Faces Senate Quiz Today

By RICHARD DAVIS

Deputy Attorney General has ordered the FBI to investigate the activities of a number of White House officials. The investigation has been in progress since last fall and is expected to continue for several more months. The committee has interviewed a number of White House officials, including the president's chief of staff, who have testified that the White House has been involved in activities related to the intelligence community.

U.S. Spying For Peking?

By RICHARD DAVIS

The New York Times reports that the U.S. government is conducting espionage activities in China. The Times reports that the U.S. government has been conducting espionage activities in China for several years. The Times reports that the U.S. government has been conducting espionage activities in China for several years. The Times reports that the U.S. government has been conducting espionage activities in China for several years.

 heroin

By RICHARD DAVIS

The city has been hit by a heroin epidemic, and the police are trying to trace the source of the drug. The police have interviewed a number of suspects, including a man named John Doe, who has been active in the drug trade. The police have also interviewed a number of other suspects, including a man named Jane Doe, who has been active in the drug trade.

Los Angeles Times

The Los Angeles Times reports that the Los Angeles Police Department has received a report of a possible drug-related crime. The report was made by a citizen who observed a suspicious activity in the area. The police have interviewed a number of witnesses, including a man named John Smith, who has been active in the drug trade. The police have also interviewed a number of other witnesses, including a man named Jane Smith, who has been active in the drug trade.

The New York Times
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Do They Or Don't They?

National Briefs

Hearing Asked On Pipeline

WASHINGTON, D.C. — A bill has been introduced in the Senate to require a pipeline from Alaska to the West Coast of the United States. The bill, sponsored by Senator John Smith, would establish a commission to study the feasibility of the pipeline and to determine its potential impact on the environment.

Secrecy Need Claimed

The bill's introduction comes as a response to growing concerns about the environmental impact of large-scale infrastructure projects. Senator Smith argues that the commission would provide critical information about the potential benefits and drawbacks of the pipeline.

Aces Hild Bridge Lead:

Indiana Bators Among Leaders

The Indiana Bators are currently leading the Aces Hild Bridge. Their recent victory has boosted the team's morale and put them in a strong position in the league standings.

Legislator Defends Pawn Bill

The Aces Hild Bridge is facing criticism from some quarters for their policies on pawn lending. A legislator has come to their defense, arguing that the current system is necessary to protect consumers.

Agnew Denounces Democrats

The current administration has been criticized for its handling of environmental issues. Agnew, a prominent politician, has denounced the Democratic party for its lack of action on these matters.

Allot Surt Goes To Jury

The Aces Hild Bridge's recent decision to go to the allot surt has been met with mixed reactions. Some are supportive of the move, while others believe it will harm the team's chances of winning.

Sellers Brothers' Fate Mullled

The Aces Hild Bridge is currently considering the fate of the Sellers Brothers, a key player in the team's lineup. The decision is expected to have a significant impact on the team's performance.

Wallace To Narro Candidate?

The Aces Hild Bridge is considering the possibility of nominating Wallace as a candidate for the upcoming elections. The decision is seen as a strategic move to strengthen the team's position in the coming years.

Sanford Plans Northern Test

The Aces Hild Bridge is planning to test equipment in the northern region. The test is expected to provide valuable insights into the team's capabilities and future strategies.

Reforestation Project Near Finish

The Aces Hild Bridge's reforestation project is nearing completion. The team has been working hard to ensure the project's success, and the final stages are expected to be completed soon.

Center For Women In Spotlight

The Aces Hild Bridge's Center for Women is being highlighted for its efforts to support and empower women. The center's initiatives are aimed at promoting gender equality and providing resources to women.

White is Right
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White

The London dress in white is a sign of elegance and style. Made of high-quality fabric, this dress is perfect for any occasion.

A-Line Styles — Materials: B White, B Black

Cotton Print — Colors: White, Blue, Pink

B Line Styles — Temperley White

Black Cotton Twill

Hero

The London dress in white is a sign of elegance and style. Made of high-quality fabric, this dress is perfect for any occasion.
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**THE WOODSTOCK CABIN TENT BY WINCHESTER**

**OPEN MONDAY NIGHT, ALL 3 STORES**
House Votes Tallied
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'Fraudulent, Marmalade' Win Bee

Bar Patron's Suspected Killer Gone

Equal Rights Foes Meeting

Dallas Man Still Loser

Heart Transplant Rejected Dies

Turn Back the Clock, Oklahoma City
You're on Colonel Sanders'

SAVINGS TIME

OFFER EXPIRES MARCH 30TH 1972

Saves in 6 Delicious Ways.

$1.00 off

75¢ off

25¢ off

Only 39¢

Fried Pie - 10¢

10¢ Fries

STARTS A 5% GOLDEN PASSBOOK
AT FIDELITY BANK

Now get premium bank interest in a regular Golden Passbook account with an opening deposit of $100 or more. Earn interest at the annual rate of 5 percent, COMPOUNDED DAILY from date of deposit, and paid each quarter. You can add any amount at any time and your money is readily available quarterly. Start your Golden Passbook now.

only at FIDELITY BANK
Famous Names in Oklahoma
Official Entry Form
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Science Scholarships Offered
The Oklahoma Science Foundation has announced the availability of $25,000 in scholarships, to be available for the 1942-43 academic year. Any high school students of good standing who plan to major in the sciences are eligible to apply. Applications can be obtained from the Foundation, and must be filed by March 15, 1942.

Education’s Need Cited By Senator
The need for education in Oklahoma has been cited by Senator Smith, who has requested an increase in the budget for education. He stated that the funds currently allocated are inadequate to meet the needs of our state’s educational institutions.

Easter Shop
In 1942, George Williams outfitted himself for Easter for less than $40.00

Would You Believe
Wall's Can Do It
For You TODAY!

Children's Dresses
Fresh, new fashions direct from New York makers.

Yours Save
37% to 50%

Dresses that make both mother and daughter happy

Just in time for Easter and the price is right

Easter Baskets FREE

2 Big Groups - Men's Sport Coats

Free 7 Piece Setting of Bavarian China
When You
Join Our Fire China Club

City National Bank
Proudly offers beautiful Fire China at terrific savings!

Join Our Fire China Club

Walls Bargain Center

901 S. 2nd, OKLAHOMA CITY"
UFO Researchers Believe They Have Evidence Of Earth Visits
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TERPS WIN NIT
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Rip Niagra, 100-69

Wings Tie Cityans For Fourth

Oiliers Trip Blazers, 3-1

Dolinsek Eyes Long Ball

Astros Cut 8 Players
OU Wins Pair, Ups Mark To 14-7

Astros Clip Dodgers, 9-3

OU, OSU TO OPEN SPRING DRILLS
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OSU's Top Prospects

Casper Tied

By Nicklaus

OU's Depth Chart

Stock Cars Set

Tulsa Takes

Lap Times Today

Net Semifinals

Slated Today

Astros

OCC Captures Track, Journey

Griffith Was A Rough Customer In Tights

By Ron Winslow

Jockey

Rides 5 Winners

Pirate Tracksters 2nd

Altus, Moore Win

Hull's 600th

Ties Bruins

Dolinsek

Ends 15-Match Skid

Ryan Pleasted

Changes Mind

NBA Finals

Jackson Signs

Prop Golf

Eagles Post

Double Win

Andretti, Ickx Nab

Sebring
Pro Basketball Signings Anger Iba

Lillie G. Hamit
Services Monday

His Sparkling 717 Series 'Didn't Count'

Grocery Store Gave Her Start

Drugs Run Again Today

Adams Named To 2nd Team

U.S. Halts Cuba Film Festival

Immigrant Curb Urged By Panel

Spring Fourball Biggest Yet

Provence Tops All-Staters
Firm Builds Martin Houses

Sign Maker Befriends Fowl

By NANCY LEVY

The Sign Mark, a local manufacturer of custom wooden signs, has opened a new location next to the old building in downtown. The sign maker, John Johnson, decided to build a new store after seeing the potential for growth in the area. The new location will allow the company to expand its operations and offer more products to customers.

In addition to the new location, the Sign Mark also offers a variety of wooden signs for businesses and homeowners. The company's products are made using high-quality materials and are designed to last for years. The Sign Mark is committed to providing customers with exceptional service and products.

Total Community' Taking Shape

Business & Finance

'Verse, a successful developer, is planning to build a new community near the downtown area. The community will feature a mix of residential and commercial spaces, including apartments, retail stores, and restaurants. The community is being developed by Joe Brown.

The community will be a 50-acre mixed-use development, which will include 500 apartments, 100,000 square feet of retail space, and 10,000 square feet of office space. The apartments will be available in one, two, and three-bedroom units, with prices starting at $1,000 per month.

Amtrak: Failure On Rails?

Seedling Sales Popular

This weekend, the city of Martin hosted a seedling sale event, and it was a huge success. The sale was organized by the local gardening club, and hundreds of people came to purchase their seeds. The club members were happy to see so many people interested in gardening.

The seedlings were sold at a reasonable price, and the club members were sure to give tips on how to plant and care for the seeds. They also provided information on the health benefits of gardening and how it can improve one's mental health.

Oil: The U.S. Runs On It

She's Still Learning

Secretary Of The Week

Secretary of the State Mrs. Claudia Jones is this week's Secretary of the Week. Mrs. Jones has been with the state for over 20 years and has held various positions in different departments. She is known for her dedication and hard work.

Mrs. Jones has been the Secretary of the State for the past five years. She is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the state government and ensures that the state's policies are implemented efficiently.
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Weekly Wide Line Record Of New York Exchange

Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

New York Exchange
Pants Take Center Stage In Spring Fashion Scene

By LINDA LOVELOCK

Pants are seen in the Spring-Fashion Scene as the natural choice. A pair of trousers can create an interesting silhouette in almost any setting - be it work, play or evening. A key element for the Spring-Fashion Scene is the casual atmosphere. The casualness of the trousers is further enhanced by a wide variety of styles available. From the narrow, tailored look to the more relaxed, casual one, trousers come in a multitude of styles to suit any fashion preference.

Fashion Ideas...An idea for the Spring-Fashion Scene is to use trousers as a base for a more casual look. Combine a pair of trousers with a simple top or blouse and add some accessories to complete the ensemble. You can also experiment with different fabrics and colors to create a diverse look. The Spring-Fashion Scene offers a wide range of options to choose from, allowing you to express your personal style.

Donna McSpadden...Maintaining Two Homes

Politician's Wife Faces Challenge

By PATTIE BERNHARD

Nerves Determine Warmth Sensation

By L. J. BERNHARD

Sail Into Spring

Little GUYS & DOLLS

Couples Tell Marriage Plans

Cowboy Heritage...
The Payroll Savings Plan helps you save some of your living for later.

Take stock in America. Join the Payroll Savings Plan.

Expert’s Tips Assure Good Job Interview Performance

They laughed when I bought my first Bond.

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds.
'72 Tornado Season Prompts Safety Tips

ICRS Homes Quickly Sell

Popular Motor Homes Enter Jet Age

Dealerships In Top Ten

Bus Horton Ford...Where Your Dollars Buy MORE!

This Fun Week in Oklahoma City, March 26-April 1, 1972
Opera Guild Bringing In Top Artists

Seven prominent opera singers will perform in the production of the Guild's "La Boheme" at 2:30 p.m. April 3rd at the Civic Center Music Hall. The annual production is sponsored by the Opera Guild of Oklahoma. Directed and conducted by the famous Herbert von Karajan, the cast will be preeminent."La Boheme" is based on Victor Hugo's novel of the same title. The cast includes Pasta, Giorgio Tozzi, and Mirella Freni. Ticket prices range from $10 to $15. For further information call 233-0202.

Sears 20-inch Push Mower

With Fast Starting Eager-1 Engine

SAVE Regular $109.99
$15.11 94.88

Craftsman Mower Features

- SAFETY • DEPENDABILITY
- QUALITY • EASY STARTS

Companion 20-inch Push Rotary Lawn Mower

125 cc in. engine. 125 even
widecut mower. Four height
d东海调整. Priced at

Use Sears Easy Payment Plan

SHOP AT SEARS AND SAVE
Satisfaction Guaranteed at Your Money Back

Symphony Members In Spotlight

The Oklahoma City Symphony Orchestra will spotlight several of its individual members in a special concert scheduled at 2 p.m. in the Civic Center Music Hall. The program will feature the orchestra in full, conducted by Maestro Charles Munch. Among the featured performers will be violinist Betty Aronson, cellist Francis Lamphere, and pianist Stanleyanger. The concert is free to all, and will be recorded for future release.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Munch Works Open Tuesday

As the center stage where Tom Gige, Douglas and Laughlin were born, it is important to know of the advanced direction they took at this time and how they were influenced. Tom Gige, the star of the show, will be joined by Philip Gige and his wife, Linda, in a production of "The Birthday Party." The show will open on Tuesday, March 23, at 8 p.m. and run through March 27. Tickets are $10 for adults and $8 for students. 

Indiann Portrait

"Indian Portrait" is a sight to be seen by all. The artist, a member of the Oklahoma Indian Arts and Crafts Association, will be exhibiting a large painting at the Museum of Contemporary Art, 425 S. Broadway. It is a large canvas of a Native American. The artist will be present at the opening on Saturday, March 20, from 1-3 p.m. The exhibit will continue through April 30.

Cellist Invited To Casals Fest

The Oklahoma Symphony Orchestra will present a special concert featuring cellist Yo-Yo Ma. The concert will take place on Saturday, March 27, at 8 p.m. at the Convention Center. Ma will perform works by Bach, Beethoven, and Schubert. Tickets are $30 for adults and $20 for students.

Ethnic Jokes Getting Scary

The recent wave of ethnic jokes has raised concerns among many. Some jokes have crossed the line and are considered offensive. A recent study found that more than half of the jokes made in a recent survey were considered inappropriate. The study was conducted by the National Association of Joke Makers.

The Midnight Earl

The Midnight Earl is a play that explores the life of a British colonial official during the mid-19th century. The play is set in India and focuses on the character's struggles with his own identity and the impact of colonialism on the local population. The show will run from March 20 through March 30 at the Theater Arts Center.
Debut Album Looks Like A Sure Hit

By ROBERT HENOY

April 1972

The first album by the band "The Beatles" has been released. It is a remarkable achievement for such a young and inexperienced group, and it has already sold over one million copies. The album features the band's signature sound, which is a blend of rock and roll and rhythm and blues, and it has been well-received by critics and fans alike. The band's lead singer, John Lennon, has written all of the songs on the album, and his distinctive vocal style is a major factor in its success. The album includes such hit singles as "Love Me Do" and "Please Please Me," which have already become classics in the rock and roll genre. The band's success on this album has set them on the path to become one of the most influential bands of all time.
Going Places ....... A Calendar of Events

Local Events

Theatre

Oklahoma Repertory Theatre presents "A Midsummer Night's Dream" at the Busbee Theatre, 310 NE 23rd St. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 7. Call 221-1222 for tickets.

Oklahoma City University's Resident Theatre Company presents "Amadeus" at the University Theatre, 501 S Boyd St. Show times are at 2 and 8 p.m. nightly through April 7. Call 325-4000 for tickets.

Oklahoma City Ballet presents "Ludwig's Journey" at the Civic Center Music Hall, 201 W Reno. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 8. Call 221-2700 for tickets.

Scandals

University of Oklahoma presents "The Importance of Being Earnest" at the University Auditorium, 121 W Boyd St. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 7. Call 325-6277 for tickets.

Out Of State

DALLAS: Dallas Symphony Orchestra presents "The Music of John Williams" at the Meyerson Symphony Center, 2301 Arts District. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 8. Call 214-653-8999 for tickets.

FORT WORTH: Fort Worth Opera Association presents "Rigoletto" at the Bass Performance Hall, 1301 Commerce St. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 9. Call 817-733-1313 for tickets.

On Broadway

IDEA VOICE LIGHTS: Current productions are "The Color Purple," "A Chorus Line," "Cats," and "Jersey Boys." Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 8. Call 214-855-1300 for tickets.


Oklahoma City Opera presents "La Traviata" at the Civic Center Music Hall, 201 W Reno. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 8. Call 221-2700 for tickets.


On the Road

DALLAS: Dallas Symphony Orchestra presents "The Music of John Williams" at the Meyerson Symphony Center, 2301 Arts District. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 8. Call 214-653-8999 for tickets.

FORT WORTH: Fort Worth Opera Association presents "Rigoletto" at the Bass Performance Hall, 1301 Commerce St. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 9. Call 817-733-1313 for tickets.

On Broadway

IDEA VOICE LIGHTS: Current productions are "The Color Purple," "A Chorus Line," "Cats," and "Jersey Boys." Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 8. Call 214-855-1300 for tickets.

Oklahoma City Opera presents "La Traviata" at the Civic Center Music Hall, 201 W Reno. Show times are at 8 p.m. nightly through April 8. Call 221-2700 for tickets.


Races Start Sunday

Racing is expected to start Sunday at the Oklahoma State Fairgrounds (OSF) in Oklahoma City. A total of 12 supermodifieds will compete in three events. Race of Champions will be held at 1:30 p.m. and the 10th Annual Salute to John McKee will be held at 7 p.m. Both events feature races for the OSF Weekly Stock Car Series. The Osage Indian Nations will also be featured in the Salute to John McKee event.

Super Modified

Super Modified:

1. Tim Williams
2. Randy Young
3. Danny Fink
4. Steve Grimes
5. Steve Smith
6. Steve Gibson
7. Tim Bond
8. Jim Kelly
9. Mike Williams
10. Mike Elledge
11. Mike Holcomb
12. Tim Smith

Modified

Modified:

1. Tim Williams
2. Randy Young
3. Danny Fink
4. Steve Grimes
5. Steve Smith
6. Steve Gibson
7. Tim Bond
8. Jim Kelly
9. Mike Williams
10. Mike Elledge
11. Mike Holcomb
12. Tim Smith

Go Where the Action Is

TODAY!!

TIME TRIALS:

10:00 AM Inspection of Cars
12:00 Noon Grandstand Opens
1:30 PM Time Trials

Admissions:

Adults: $1.00 Child 50c

OPENING RACE OF SEASON
FRIDAY, MARCH 31, 8:00 PM
GRANDSTAND OPENS 6:00 PM

Gen. Adm. Adult $2.00 Child $1.00
Box Seats Adult $3.00 Child $1.00

SEASON TICKETS NOW AVAILABLE
Gen. Adm. $50.00 Box Seat $65.00

Adult Tickets Only

MarCar Nationals
July 15-16
FAIRGROUNDS SPEEDWAY
OKLAHOMA CITY
'Godfather' Actor 28-Year-Old Millionaire 'On Side'

By JENNY PARKER

NEW YORK — Marlon Brando's guest appearance on "The Godfather" last week added a splash of excitement to his 28th birthday. The actor, with his 27-year-old son, Christian, was in the company of alderman Michael Kirsh of Manhattan, who works at a law firm and is a collector of Brando's work. Kirsh arranged for the actor to make an appearance at a benefit for the Children's Defense Fund, which Brando is a supporter of, earlier this month.

Mr. Brando, who has appeared in several movies, is known for his acting ability and his documentaries. He has been involved in various causes, including the Civil Rights Movement, and has been a leader in the entertainment industry for many years.

Brando has been involved in several film projects, including "The Godfather," which was released in 1972. He has appeared in many other films, including "On the Waterfront," "A Streetcar Named Desire," and "Apocalypse Now.

The actor has been involved in several charitable organizations, including the American Indian Movement, the National Organization for Women, and the American Civil Liberties Union.

Brando has been married three times, to Nurses Louise and Nina, and has two children, Christian and, who is also an actor.
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David Frost Effect

By THOMAS WEISSMAN

LONDON - Of all the industries involved in the David Frost phenomenon, one that has perhaps been most affected is the fashion industry. The former host of the BBC's "The Frost Report" has emerged from his seven-year television layoff to become a fashion icon.

Frost's unique style, characterized by his signature white shirt and black tie, has been emulated by many. His glasses, his hair, and his general attitude have all contributed to his new image. The fashion industry has taken notice of Frost's influence, with many designers creating collections inspired by his look.

Frost's style has also influenced other areas of life. His approach to dressing has been adopted by many, from celebrities to ordinary people. His influence has spread beyond the fashion industry, affecting everything from music to art.

Frost's success has been attributed to his ability to connect with his audience. His mix of humor and insight has made him a beloved figure in the entertainment world. His ability to engage with his audience has been a key factor in his success.

In addition to his work in television and fashion, Frost has also been involved in other areas, including writing and producing. His contributions to the entertainment industry have been widely recognized.

Frost's influence has continued to grow, with many looking to him as a source of inspiration. His style continues to be emulated, and his influence is likely to continue for years to come.
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Frost's unique style, characterized by his signature white shirt and black tie, has been emulated by many. His glasses, his hair, and his general attitude have all contributed to his new image. The fashion industry has taken notice of Frost's influence, with many designers creating collections inspired by his look.

Frost's style has also influenced other areas of life. His approach to dressing has been adopted by many, from celebrities to ordinary people. His influence has spread beyond the fashion industry, affecting everything from music to art.
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Novel Modern Morality Tale

The Jugglers, by Iona Sano.

State and Erie Street in Kansas City that novel is the

state of the art.

The story of the modern city and it's establishment

in the United States. It is also

a study of the moral and social problems of the city.

Restoration

A Marywood drama performed at the
theater. It is a study of the moral and social problems of
the city.

'Time To Heal' Moves Slowly

Time to Heal, by CVC Robinson, Ball and Book, 001 pgs., \$6.50

By ORPHEUS CARRICK

For a novel that deals

with the problems of

the modern city.

It is a study of the

moral and social

problems of the city.

'Prisoner' Trilogy

A work of modern

society. It deals with

the problems of

the modern city.

It is a study of the

moral and social

problems of the city.

Strangers in A Modern Story

The Stranger's in A Novel, by CVC Robinson, Ball and Book, 001 pgs., \$6.50

In this story the
troubles of the modern city are

studied. It is a study of the

moral and social problems of

the city.

'Grubstaek' Trip Planned

The Grubstaek in A Novel, by CVC Robinson, Ball and Book, 001 pgs., \$6.50

This novel deals with

the problems of

the modern city.

It is a study of the

moral and social

problems of the city.

'Knoller' Bird of Europe Well Illustrated

Birds of Europe: A novel by CVC Robinson, Ball and Book, 001 pgs., \$6.50

This novel deals with

the problems of

the modern city.

It is a study of the

moral and social

problems of the city.

"LUXURIOUS"

C & C MOBILE homes

All homes include stove, oven, refrigerator, full bath, air conditioner, heat, electric water heater, and kitchen. 16-20 foot models, 2-3 bedroom.

CALL FOR DETAILS

(314) 299-730-3720

"SAVE '75 ON THE PURCHASE OF A NEW Carrier AIR CONDITIONER During Our Pre-Season Sale!"

SOUTHSIDE

3001 South Broadway

St. Louis, Missouri

"ONLY AT SOUTHSIDE DO YOU GET... A TOTAL INSTALLATION DONE-BY-

OKLAHOMA'S OLDEST AND MOST EXPERIENCED CARILLER
"CARILLER TO 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE. WORKING OVER 10 MILLION VOLTS!

FREE ESTIMATE On all Air Conditioner Service Call (5) 222-2122
by Robin Adams Sloan

How does Katharine Hepburn feel about the book "Little Women," which was published in 1869 and which she appeared in as a young woman? In a recent interview, she was quoted as saying, "I loved the movie version. It was as close as I could get to the book."

Miss Hepburn has always expressed her affection for the character of Jo March, the tomboyish schoolgirl who becomes a successful author. "Jo is someone I can relate to," she once said. "She's always been my favorite character in literature."

"Jo's energy and her ability to overcome obstacles are qualities I admire," she continued. "I think that's why I've always been attracted to her."

The book "Little Women" was written by Louisa May Alcott and was first published in two parts in 1868 and 1869. It tells the story of the March sisters, who are raised by their mother after their father goes off to war during the Civil War.

The original movie adaptation of "Little Women" was released in 1933 and starred Katharine Hepburn as Jo March. The film was directed by George Cukor and was a critical and commercial success.

"Jo's story is one that has resonated with generations of women," Hepburn said. "I think it's because she's so relatable."

The book has been adapted into numerous films and television series over the years. Hepburn's co-star in the original film was James Cagney as John Brooke, who was Jo's first love.

"The relationship between Jo and John was a defining moment in the film," Hepburn said. "It's a love story that has stood the test of time."

Hepburn said that she enjoyed working with Cagney, who was known for his powerful performances.

"I found him to be a very talented actor," she said. "He brought a lot to the role that helped make John a memorable character."

The book "Little Women" has also been adapted into operas, ballets, and other forms of theater. Hepburn said that she would love to see a new adaptation of the book on stage someday.

"I think it's a timeless story," she said. "It's one that will continue to be relevant for generations to come."

Hepburn said that she still enjoys reading the book today and that she plans to continue to read it for as long as she can.

"I can't imagine not reading it," she said. "It's a story that I've come to love even more with each passing year."
This is your year to get that great Magnavox sound. Any way you want it.

Welcome to the wonderful world of Magnavox sound. Where you'll find a wide choice of great sound systems. And a genuine Magnavox guarantee. Plus a warranty. And extra features. Now there's a sound system for every room in the house. For every family member. For every room style. For every mood. And for every budget.

The wide variety of models and prices includes the ultimate in entertainment. From the smallest table top model to mammoth stereo systems. From the more compact to the most powerful. All in solid-state direct-lit Magnavox. Model P4EM-9P495-A400. Compact radio-phonograph 40 cassette storage. FM/AM, Hi-Fi. 249.95

Model 30371A. Magnavox 9-572S830. Hi-Fi stereo system. FM/AM, Hi-Fi. 99.95

Model 34990. Magnavox 50-281S900. Hi-Fi stereo system. FM/AM, Hi-Fi. 149.95

NOW, for just $1 for your first month's protection, you can examine 'on approval' this sensible, affordable Plan! New Elder-Care® pays you up to $50,000 Tax-Free Cash! It covers every hospital expense. Medicare leaves out, except the initial deductible! • only $3 a month after the first month! • no age limit • no health questions • all pre-existing conditions are covered! Your first month is only $1. And you get your dollar back if you're not completely satisfied.

*NO SALESMAN WILL CALL*

Phipp's Appliance Centers

NORTH CASADY SQ. 9215 N. PENN. 718-2733

GRANT SQUARE 4538 S. PENN. 413-5377

MIDWEST CITY 70244 S. 12th. 777-2471

NORTHWEST 2720 N. MAY AVE. 613-2371

FACTORY DIRECT PRICES
Only $1 For First Month's Protection

$50,000.00 Lifetime Cash Benefits

9 IMPORTANT QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. How much does it cost?
A. It is a nominal fee compared to the protection it offers.

2. How long does it last?
A. It lasts for life and provides financial security for the insured.

3. Can I cancel it?
A. Yes, you can cancel the policy at any time with a full refund of any unearned premiums.

4. Is it tax-deductible?
A. Yes, it may be tax-deductible depending on your tax situation.

5. Are there any exclusions?
A. Generally, exclusions include pre-existing conditions and other specified circumstances.

6. Can I transfer it to someone else?
A. Yes, you can transfer the policy to another individual.

7. Can I change the beneficiaries?
A. Yes, you can change the beneficiaries at any time.

8. Is it available to everyone?
A. Yes, it is available to anyone who qualifies for the policy.

9. How does it work?
A. The policy provides cash benefits in the event of the insured's death, which can be used for financial planning or other purposes.
Polyester Double Knit Slacks

Boys' Sizes 3 to 6

5.97

Boys' Sizes 6 to 10

7.97

Student's' 12Gus, 28 to 32 waist

9.97

Students' 34H Gus... 11.97

Has plaid set in Vest pocket. Does not have a gusset. Any color or pattern. Plaid is in numerals and solids. Little boys' and older boys in solid colors.

SALE!
The Non-Suit

3-pc. Vest Outfit

12.97
SALE!
Smartest Shoes in the Parade

Step out in style... and pocket savings, too! These pumps and one-step wedges are perfect to show off a pretty foot.

Regular 911

Sale 899

We've Bagged the New Soffles

5.99

Chic, sleek, and deceptively low, these pumps ship to a standard size, plus shoe and business bag options.

Double Knit Separates

Stunning separates in a new, casual look. A top to fit in new fashion colors, plus a matching skirt, perfect for any occasion. Just like a minimum of cash.

Regular 94

Sale 899

Regular 94

Sale 999

2 for 22
Double Knits Say It For Easter!

**Sears**

exclusive new ensembles

$21 - $23

Great! These plus sizes have the 1974 polyester double-knit machine wash, tumble dry, and available "Jumps" - styling color. Sizes: 8-20 Misses, petite, P-8. Halter, plus size 14-16 - $4 - $2.

Hit Knits for Juniors

$16

Made in bright and all cotton, polyester plus sizes: 3-16. Styles include: sweaters, tops, in simple, neat cut. A perfect way to dress up your junior! Priced at $1.75 - $1.75. 3-16. Junior 8-1-2.

Cling-along hose sale

3 for 50c!

Plus size 8-16! Plus size hose comes in black, navy, white, and other colors. Misses and junions. Sizes: 5-14, petite, size 5-14.

Nude panty hose

Regular size

2 for $1.50

Plus size 8-16! Plus size hose comes in black, navy, white, and other colors. Misses and junions. Sizes: 5-14, petite, size 5-14.
Double Knit Suit
SALE! 69.88 regular 116.88
Consider some true good looks...you're in the house!/Here: a center double vest with 4 pockets, shoulder straps; men's white ties, men's white shirts, men's knitted cardigan.

Studeralt Knit Suits 39.88
-100% polyester double knit, sizes 32-36.
SALE!
Dress Shirts with the Look You Want
3 for $10.00

It's never been easier to pick the perfect dress shirt. With our selection of shirts from top brands, you'll find the perfect fit for any occasion. Whether you're looking for a classic or a modern look, we've got you covered. So choose from our wide variety of styles, colors, and materials to make a bold statement in the workplace. Don't miss out on this incredible deal; shop now for the shirt that suits you best.

KNITS now at Our Lowest Price

So you know what's up at the office, and there's no way around it. Stay ahead of the curve with our stylish and comfortable knit shirts. These versatile pieces are perfect for a day in the office or a casual weekend. With these shirts, you'll look and feel your best. Shop now and make a statement with style.
FOR CELESTE HOLM, owner
A young friend of mine until you charged her $25 cents for an autograph. If this is true, I have to think it's done to discourage young autograph seekers.

M. Winnington, New York

FOR GERRY BRUGG, a fan
I'm sure you are planning an appearance now that you are 80-

DC. New York, New York

FOR RALPH RAVER, a fan
How do you think the automobile industry will be affected by the ending of the Gas Guzzler? Los Angeles, Calif.

R. R. Miller, Los Angeles, Calif.

FOR IRA CHILD, a fan
In the long run, is the oil crisis going to encourage you to get back on the road?

I. M. Johnson, New York, N.Y.

FOR RONNIE STEEL, a fan
I've been watching your career for years, and I think you're the most talented actor I've ever seen. Keep up the good work.

Ronald Steel, New York, N.Y.

FOR JAMES J. HORSEY, director of Secret Service
As someone who witnessed the Ford-Johnson inauguration ceremony in 1961, I remember the Secret Service being on high alert.

J. J. Horsey, Ohio

FOR NED GAYLOR, a fan
Why are you beginning to drop your last name from your billing and signing autographs? I miss your "George" signature.

Ned Gaylor, New York, N.Y.

FOR OLYMPIA DELLAFIORE, a fan
Are you having any problems with your new role in the movie "The Big Fish"?

Olympia Della Fiore, New York, N.Y.
Dick Van Dyke: “When Problems Come to Arizona, I’ll Move On”

STAR PROFILE

By Peer Oppenheimer

Dick Van Dyke is trying so hard to sell us on all the beauty of living today. Last Christmas he gave every member of the cast a few subscriptions to “Arizona Highways.” Dick’s new love affair with the desert began in 1983, when he drove through the states in search of his favorite town in Hollywood. That was a year before Marlene and I were married in the Biltmore and Dinner-theatre shows. He recited: “This girl is in a program which means business, and it will be just a baby killer.” And it was just a baby killer, but it scared us all to death. I got a job at Daisy’s at 9:30 and I was there as soon as possible. Dick’s was not even willing. It was obvious that Dick was not available. Although his TV show is in production for its second year, Dick’s enthusiasm for his new career seems to have diminished. “If I don’t watch it,” said Marlene, “it’s a necessity.” She went on to say that Dick had spent enough money for two hotels in one week. He has to be married to the desert. So Dick and I settled down to watch the show. It was a strange week. Since we settled in, I must have killed 500 cigarettes!”

“Like the first week,” I said. “Actually, it was in time, and we were right up. It was just a baby killer, but it scared us all to death. I got a job at Daisy’s at 9:30 and I was there as soon as possible. Dick’s was not even willing. It was obvious that Dick was not available. Although his TV show is in production for its second year, Dick’s enthusiasm for his new career seems to have diminished. “If I don’t watch it,” said Marlene, “it’s a necessity.” She went on to say that Dick had spent enough money for two hotels in one week. He has to be married to the desert. So Dick and I settled down to watch the show. It was a strange week. Since we settled in, I must have killed 500 cigarettes!”

Guess who has a seamless bra that doesn’t wrinkle.
A Billionaire's Daughter: I Put God Above My Father's Empire

An exclusive interview with June Hunt, daughter of H. L. Hunt, by Joan Adams

James Brown is a rich man's daughter, but she's not just any rich man's daughter. She is the daughter of H. L. Hunt, who is considered by many to be the single wealthiest individual in the country. At just 17 years old, June Hunt has already started her own clothing line and has won numerous awards for her work in the fashion industry. She is also known for her philanthropy, having donated millions to various charities. In this exclusive interview, June talks about her life, her beliefs, and her future plans. She shares her thoughts on her father's empire and how she plans to handle it when she takes over. She also talks about her relationship with God and how it has influenced her life. June Hunt is a young woman who is determined to make a difference in the world and to use her wealth for good. Her story is inspiring and demonstrates that even the wealthiest can find fulfillment in a life of service and faith.
ROAST LAMB WITH HERBS

2 tablespoons fresh, unsalted chopped parsley
2 cloves whole, crushed
1 clove garlic, pressed
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1 tablespoon dry sherry or Madeira wine
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon black pepper
1 medium onion, sliced
1 stalk celery, sliced
1 tablespoon vegetable oil
1 medium-sized head of lamb (about 2 pounds)

Beat the lamb with a mallet. Place the lamb in a nonreactive roasting pan and rub with salt, pepper, oil and vegetables. Cover and refrigerate for 2 to 3 hours. Combine the remaining ingredients and pour over the lamb. Roast in a 350-degree oven for 1 hour. Allow the lamb to stand at room temperature for 15 to 20 minutes before carving.

Coq au Vin

4 tablespoons butter
4 tablespoons olive oil
1 large onion, finely chopped
4 cloves garlic, minced
1 large clove, minced
2 pounds boneless skinless chicken
4 stalks celery, coarsely chopped
4 carrots, sliced
1 cup dry red wine
1 cup beef broth
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon black pepper
1/4 teaspoon dry thyme

Heat the butter and oil in a large Dutch oven. Add the onion, garlic and celery. Sauté until the onion is golden brown. Add the chicken and cook until browned on all sides. Add the carrots, wine, broth, salt, pepper and thyme. Cover and simmer for about 1 1/2 hours or until the chicken is tender.

Brussels Sprouts

2 medium-sized heads of Brussels sprouts
Salt and pepper

Remove the outer leaves and trim the ends of the sprouts. Cut into 1/2-inch pieces and blanch in simmering salted water for 5 minutes. Drain and pat dry. Heat a large skillet over medium heat. Add olive oil and sauté the sprouts until they are lightly browned. Season with salt and pepper and serve.

CHICKEN BROTH

1 whole chicken
1 onion, chopped
2 carrots, chopped
2 celery stalks, chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
2 bay leaves
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon black pepper

Place all the ingredients in a large stockpot and cover with water. Bring to a boil and then reduce heat and simmer gently for about 2 hours. Strain and discard the solids. Cool and refrigerate. Use within 3 days.
General Electric can show you this.
Because we have the dishwashers that will do this.

The pot on the left has the remains of a burned bean casserole. The unscathed picture on the right is the same pot after it has been scrubbed with the bristled brush water motion of one of our Potscrubber dishwashers with Power Spin Cycle. Nothing else was done to this pot. No pre-rinsing. No spraying. We washed it along with a full load of 8 other dirty dishes, pans, and silverware. We just took the picture.

You'll get the same results as we have if you'll follow our simple loading instructions for different sizes and types of loads. Instructions are provided with every Potscrubber we sell.

That's why we can give this guarantee:

"Buy any one of our Potscrubber dishwashers with a Power Spin Cycle from a participating GE dealer between June 30, 1972 and June 30, 1973. If you're not fully satisfied with its performance and you'll be the judge, notify the dealer within 30 days of your purchase. He'll take back the dishwasher and refund your money. No questions asked."

We also promise that you don't have to scrape or rinse a pot or pan with any of our Potscrubber models. Each Potscrubber has a handy device, the soff-food disposer. It disposes of all the soff stuff. You just fill up large and hard stuff.

Next, a couple of fine points about our Potscrubber models. In addition to pots and pans you can also safely wash fine china and crystal.

We make a line of Potscrubber models to fit into a lot of different kitchens. Built-in, front-load convertibles, portable ones, can be built in later.

We also come up with "Softy" soft-cleaning for the insides. If each chip and crumb more stain resistant than our all-in freelances.

We have another quality feature, dependable as our Potscrubber.

Customer Service Everywhere. This is our pledge that wherever you are, or go, you find an authorized GE service agent. Should you ever need help, you can count on us.

These are probably some of the reasons why more people use GE dishwashers than any others.
WALLS: They've Never Had It So Good!

Decorators agree, walls are the first place the eye alights. Getting your walls together deploys all that you see and how you use it. The range of materials available—metal, wood paneling, vinyl wall covering, paint, etc.—acts on anyone's imagination. The look of your walls depends entirely on personal tastes and needs, but if you want quick inspiration, borrow some of the ideas illustrated here. Two of the three incorporate product materials that are practically news:

Create a Game Corner with a Metallic Wall System!

This handsome system consists of metallic wall panels, the perfect backdrop for games that need a striking environment. The metallic panels are available in a variety of colors, which can be combined to create a unique design. The system is easy to install, and the metallic finish adds a touch of sophistication to any game room. You can use the panels to create a backdrop for your favorite game or to create a striking display for your collections.

Expand Space with "Mirror" Walls!

A imperative to influence a room's appearance is the introduction of a "mirror" wall. "Mirror" walls reflect light and create the illusion of a larger room. They can also be used to create a focal point in a room, drawing attention to a particular area or piece of furniture. "Mirror" walls can be designed to fit any room, and you can choose from a variety of materials, including glass, metal, and wood. The result is a room that feels more spacious and inviting.

There's a way to own a bigger, better home now—it's the CAPP HOMES Way!

The CAPP HOMES Way offers unique homes that are designed to fit your needs. Our homes are built with quality materials and attention to detail. We offer a variety of floor plans and styles to choose from, ensuring you find the perfect home for your family. Our homes are also energy-efficient, helping you save money on your energy bills. Contact us today to learn more about our homes and how you can own a bigger, better home now.
How to Choose a Recliner for the...
Mower for your money.

Black & Decker quality is built-in.

18" Deluxe Single blade Mower
A lot of performance for very little money. Easy starting helps you in the cold. Feed control with overload protection. Electric switch for reliability. (020)

13" Double edge Shrub and Hedge Trimmer
Double edge parasol cutters, better. Adjustable whisker handle for comfort. Lightweight aluminum housing. (0119)

Lightweight Grass Trimmer
Cuts grass and weeds up to 500 sq. ft. in mere minutes. Streamlined, even under strain. Extraordinary! 17".99

Deluxe Edger-Trimmer
Cuts lush 4" to 6" edges with ease, in one pass to become a convenient trimmer. (0211) just

NEW 18" Twin blade Deluxe Mower
Electric, cleans, cuts, and so easy to handle. Twin-blade for smoother finish, smaller housing and lighter weight. 750 sq. ft. in mere minutes. Doubles as a lawnmower. Includes easy-to-empty grass bag. (0311) just

89.99

Black & Decker electrically all outdoors with reliable, clean-running lawn care tools.

Death Races in My Family's Shadow
by Mary "Mom" Unser
Mother of Race-Car Champs Al and Bobby Unser
As told to Larry Bortstein

How could I help thinking again of Jerry and the giant Daddy and I had shared over his lines when I saw Bobby's car hit the wall? I couldn't help looking at the track for several moments...

"How could I help thinking again of Jerry and the giant Daddy and I had shared over his lines when I saw Bobby's car hit the wall? I couldn't help looking at the track for several moments..."
To the 56,000,000 people who smoke cigarettes.

A lot of people have been telling you not to smoke, especially cigarettes with high 'tar' and nicotine. But smoking provides you with a pleasure you don't want to give up.

Naturally, we're prejudiced. We're in the business of selling cigarettes. But there is one overriding fact that transcends whether you should or shouldn't smoke and that fact is that you do smoke.

And what are they going to do about it? They can continue to exhort you not to smoke. Or they might look reality in the face and recommend that, if you smoke and want low 'tar' and nicotine in a cigarette, you smoke a cigarette like Vantage.

And we'll go along with that, because there is no other cigarette like Vantage. Except Vantage.

Vantage has a unique filter that allows rich flavor to come through it and yet substantially cuts down on 'tar' and nicotine. It has only 12 milligrams 'tar' and 0.8 milligrams nicotine.

It is not a heavy drag cigarette. You don't have to work so hard pulling the smoke through it that all the joy of smoking is lost. Not that Vantage is the lowest 'tar' and nicotine cigarette. (But you probably wouldn't like the lowest 'tar' and nicotine cigarette anyway.)

The plain truth is that smoke has to come through a filter if taste is to come through a filter. And where there is taste there has to be some 'tar'.

But Vantage is the only cigarette that gives you so much flavor with so little 'tar' and nicotine. So much flavor that you'll never miss your high 'tar' cigarette.
How to Make Up to 13\% or More on Your Savings—All Fully Insured

There are many things banks don't like to talk about. They don't like to talk about the fact that they do, indeed, pay interest rates of 6%, 8%, 10%, 13\%, and often more, to a select group of knowledgeable depositors.

The difference between those who know and those who don't is the difference between people who walk in the bank to deposit money and those who call the bank and ask about its best money market account.

Why Were Bankers Warned That This "New Book Could Upset the Savings Applecart"?

A Reader's Remembrance:
The Day I Met Shirley Temple

When I was taking my first year at an American University, I read a college password book which had been written by the school's president. One day, I was walking home from classes, and I ran into Shirley Temple. She was walking with her parents, and they were talking about her new movie, which had just been released.

Shirley Temple was very kind, and she took the time to chat with me. I remember that she was wearing a beautiful dress, and she had a sweet smile. I told her that she was the most beautiful woman I had ever met, and she laughed and said, "Thank you, but I'm just a regular girl."

The Doctor Lets You In

Activity 1: Get Out of Debt

Considering how many people suffer from debt, it's surprising how few people ever explore the possibility of getting out of debt. It's not as much as you think.

Activity 2: Lower Your Stress

Many people suffer from stress, but few ever consider the possibility of lowering their stress levels. It's not as simple as you think.

Activity 3: Improve Your Health

Many people are health conscious, but few ever consider the possibility of improving their health. It's not as easy as you think.

New Miracle "No Iron" Polyester & Cotton

Classic KODEL Shifts

Look Like 20 Values — But Each Only $9.98

At last! high fashion and easy care! This miracle polyester & cotton fabric shifts wear perfectly in a breeze. Plus your best print and a bold coloration, too. Here are new shifts for you to see in a new, light fabric, perfect for any occasion.
**Newest, Lowest Cost for Just $3.95**

**Our West: "The Great Breathing Place"**
By Barney Laschever


**Public Notice:**

This is a sampling offer of full size products. It is made at these great savings only to introduce you to them. If you like them, we hope you will buy them regularly at your favorite store. 100% Money Back Guarantee.

**Choose Any 10 Products For $3.95**

**Full Sizes Save Up To $9.28**

**Denture Invention**

For People With "Slippers" and "Laura".

For the first time someone actually has a denture that stays where it should. Its patented technique makes it different and quite a few people say it is the best they have ever had. If you are suffering from this problem, try it. It is an invention and a real money saver.

**STOP Thumb Sucking**

Do you have a child who thumb sucks? If so, you will be interested in these easy to use and very effective devices. The American Psychological Association endorses these devices, and we have received numerous letters from parents who have been successful in eliminating thumb sucking.

**Mackens**

**Saucetics**

**Extra Bonus!**

Every time you purchase this offer of full size products, we will include a bonus product. This bonus product is a great value, and we believe it will make your purchase even more enjoyable. The bonus product is a high-quality item that we believe you will be pleased with.

**Check Your Circle Of 10 Products**

**Value Pack: 25% Off**

**$1.00 Sales Tax**

Please send me: ALL THE FAMOUS PRODUCTS I have checked. I am eligible for the $1.00 sales tax credit on a per piece basis. I am eligible for the 25% off value pack. I am not eligible for any other discounts. I understand that the order will be shipped to me within 30 days of receipt. I understand that I may keep or return any unsatisfactory item. I am also eligible for a 100% money back guarantee on any unsatisfactory item.

---

**Family Weekly, August 10, 1973**
PAYS YOU UP TO $800 a month ($30 a day) TAX-FREE CASH under age 65 for each accident or illness. Benefits begin your first day in hospital. Up to $15,000 for each benefit period.

PAYS YOU UP TO $300 a month ($10 a day) TAX-FREE CASH when you're 65 or over, for first 2 months and $500 a month ($20 a day) thereafter up to $14,400 for each benefit period in addition to Medicare.

PLUS: Your extra cash benefits increase 5% a year (for 5 years) to keep pace with the rising cost of living.

This plan pays so much and the $1 after is so good, you probably have some questions—or case some doubts. We've put all the answers (including the cleanest, clearest copy) right here... in black and white... for Family Weekly. If you can't find the information you need, call your broker or agent. This plan needs no enrollment. It's available to all residents of the United States who are not employees of government.

YOUR 1-BACK NO-RISK GUARANTEE

Under this Guarantee, you risk nothing. Exercise your policy in your home. Give it to your insurance agent. Or a Federal Reserve Bank. If not otherwise returned, it will automatically return at the end of 30 days after issue. Cost of the Service" will be charged on the basis of its benefits during the period of enrollment. The Guarantee is good for 2 years from the date of enrollment. The Guarantee is automatically renewed for 2 years from the date of enrollment. The Guarantee is automatically renewed for 2 years from the date of enrollment. The Guarantee is automatically renewed for 2 years from the date of enrollment.

NOW— for only $1 —you get your first month's protection, regardless of your age, occupation or size of your family. But you must reply before midnight March 29th.

During this Limited Enrollment Period you mail the enclosed Enroll Form to the nearest office of the nearest agent. You will receive your family protection begins just as soon as we receive your signed form and issue your policy. The only question is, do you think you could save enough to take advantage of this limited opportunity? Your cost for the first month is only $1. And you can enroll right from this Family Weekly to any insurance company. This offer expires at midnight March 29th. If you're not interested, return the Enroll Form in a properly sealed envelope by midnight March 29th. If you're not satisfied, you'll receive a full refund of your $1. And you can enroll right from this Family Weekly to any insurance company.

And you can enroll right from this Family Weekly to any insurance company. This offer expires at midnight March 29th. If you're not interested, return the Enroll Form in a properly sealed envelope by midnight March 29th. If you're not satisfied, you'll receive a full refund of your $1.
YES! Extra Cash Plus pays sooner...from today...
pays longer than most, up to 25 months...and pays in addition to any other coverage you have, even Blue Cross or Medicare!

If you or your loved one is in need of extra cash to help with hospital bills, chances are the Extra Cash Plus Plan can help.

The Extra Cash Plus Plan is designed to help you when you need it most. It pays cash to help with hospital bills and other unexpected expenses.

Here’s how it works:

2. If you or your loved one is hospitalized, the plan pays cash directly to you or your loved one.
3. You can use the cash for any expenses you need, such as medical bills, transportation, or personal expenses.
4. The plan pays cash for up to 25 months, even if you have other insurance coverage.

The extra cash pays in addition to any other coverage you may have, so you don’t have to worry about out-of-pocket costs.

So if you or your loved one is in need of extra cash, the Extra Cash Plus Plan can help. Contact your health insurance provider for more information.
Success Begins With A Journal Paper Route— Call 677-0521
**EASTER BASKET**
Candy basket filled with assorted candy, style varies for boys or girls.

- **99¢**
- **59¢**

**PANTY HOSE**
Three styles: Satin, Satin-Lycra or Cotton-Lycra.

- **First Quality**
- **2 for $1.00**

**Gifts for EASTER**

**LADIES' PANTIES**

- **Brief style. Available in sizes with elastic waist and leg bands.**
- **Double stretch. Assorted colors. Sizes 6-7.**

- **4 for $1.00**
- **5 for $1.00**

**CHILDREN's TIGHTS**
When children stretch tightly, 100% cotton/rayon. Sizes available at the low price of 8-10, 10-12.

- **87¢**

**CHILDREN's PANTIES**

- **Assorted in sizes with elastic waist and leg bands. Double stretch. Assorted colors. Sizes 3-5.**

- **5 for $1.00**

**JELLY BIRD EGGS**

- **10 oz.**
- **27¢**

**JUMBO EASTER BASKET**
Cotton candy, marshmallows, chocolate, and more. Basket fits in your little one's hands.

- **$1.99**

**SNEAKER SOCKS**

- **3 for $1.00**

**LADIES' SCARF**

- **18¢**

**MENS' SOCKS**
Great for giving or receiving.

- **Your Choice**
- **$3.66**

**Easter Time**

**Open Today 1-7 PM**
**Open Weekdays 9-9**

**Values**

**TG&Y**

Items and Prices Good in All 40 T&G's. 5¢ in 5¢ Stores and 28 Family Centers in Oklahoma City.